
The PANTONE ®  
Printing Process,  
Explained.
Pantone: The Language of Color
As the go-to partner for color and design,  
Pantone helps designers, printers, and  
manufacturers make color critical decisions  
and communication easier at every stage  
of the workflow. 

Since we launched the Pantone Plus Series in 2010, we have added 
three new color collections. Find your cover above to see how old your 

Formula Guide is.

Haven’t updated lately? Here’s what you’re missing:

Launch 
Date

Colors 
Added

Total 
Spot 
Colors

Updates

2010 224 1,341 If you haven’t updated in the last 
8+ years – you’re missing  
756 colors

2012 336 1,677 If you haven’t updated in the last 
6 years – you’re missing  
532 colors

2014 84 1,755 If you haven’t updated in the last 
4 years – you’re missing  
196 colors

2016 112 1,867 If you haven’t updated in the last 
3 years – you’re missing  
112 colors

 
For more information, visit pantone.com or 
call 888-PANTONE

We have always produced our Pantone Guides and Books using the 
highest standards, and carefully monitor each print run for imperfections. 

In 2010, we created and digitally measured the Pantone Matching 
System® Master Standard Data using an offset printing process and 
highly regulated offset inks on commercial-grade 100 lb. coated and 
80 lb. uncoated text weight stocks. We still print using the same formulas 
and processes today. Look for more technical printing information in 
each of our printed products.

A Starting Point for Formulation
Keep in mind, the production standards of our guides and books are 
specified only for the same materials, conditions, and print process 
with which they were created. While they provide an excellent reference 
for visual color assessment, our graphic publications are not perfect 
standards for all print circumstances.

Printed color guides and books naturally change over time. 
We recommend replacing yours every 12-18 months.

Pantone 

Quality
Are You 

Short On Color?
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Many common factors can affect color variation within 
Pantone publications (as with all types of printing):

Age
Paper is made of natural pulp and fibers that yellow as they age. Over 
time moisture, temperature, light, friction from turning pages, natural 
oils from fingers, soap, and lotions can all cause deterioration and lead 
to inconsistent color.

OBAs (Optical Brightening Agents)
To represent current paper stock varieties, we print our products on 
paper that contains optical brighteners. OBAs tend to “burn out” with 
exposure to UV light, which can “yellow” the paper color and affect the 
appearance of the transparent ink printed on top.

Paper Lots
Differences between source paper mills can contribute to varying surface 
characteristics and absorption rates, sometimes affecting the way the 
ink lays on the paper.

Pigments
Some of our base ink pigments, such as PANTONE Reflex Blue, 
Yellow, and Warm Red are not lightfast, which means they will naturally 
discolor when exposed to light. Pastels and lighter colors contain less 
pigment and more Transparent White, making them more prone to 
fading during normal use.

Printing Processes 
Applying ink to paper requires flexibility in the recipe to compensate for 
natural variations. In addition to the variables listed above, other factors 
can contribute to changes in color appearance throughout the print 
run, including formulation accuracy, pigment source, viscosity, drying 

conditions, ink metering, production speed, and environmental factors.

Thanks to PantoneLIVE, X-Rite product sophistication and adaptability, 
and the help of industry experts, we have successfully updated our 
hardware and software to provide even better printed quality for our 

Pantone Guides and Books.

With the ability to better standardize production over time, we are able to 
minimize color variation between guides more effectively than ever before. 

The tools that helped us refine our ink mixing and printing techniques to 
better control, standardize, and maintain output between print runs are:

Best of all, this successful combination of ink and printing 

enhancements is fully compatible with our unique printer 

infrastructure and ecosystem.

Announcing  

Enhanced Publications
The Problem With 

Using An Old Guide
Color Variation 

is Natural

• Tighter tolerances – our goal is ≤ 2∆E to our  
digital data 

• Colors are better visually aligned to 2010 Pantone  
Master Standards

• More tightly controlled, sustainable consistency 
within every production run

X-Rite/Pantone’s:

• ColorCert 3.0 press process control software

• InkFormulation Software (IFS)

• ColorCert ScoreCard Server

• eXact Scan spectrophotometer

• PantoneLIVE Digital Standards

An aged guide can appear significantly different than a current one.

Color  
Consistency

If you are comparing two guides 
of different ages over 18 months, 
your colors may not match.  
This can lead to confusion 
and lost time, especially in the 
communication, production, and 
approval stages of a workflow.

Missing  
Colors

We regularly add new colors 
when necessary. If you’re using 
an old guide, you might be 
missing essential colors we have 
added based on industry trends 
and market demand.

✘ ✘

While Pantone Guides and books are manufactured to the highest 

possible standards, color variation is natural and age affects color quality. 

 

Why we recommend replacing your guides 
and books every 12-18 months:


